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Vivian is a given name, and less often a surname, derived from
a Latin name of the Roman The spelling Vivien is the French
masculine form, but in English speaking countries it has long
been used as a feminine form, due to its appearance.
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All about the name Vivien: Meaning, origin, and popularity of
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Where some Hollywood actresses might have made their homes a
shrine to themselves, and their wardrobes a tribute to their
fictional alter.
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6 days ago Vivien Reid is a green aligned shamanistic human
planeswalker. She was born on Skalla, a plane destroyed by
Nicol Bolas. Vivien is tall.
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Retrieved 11 January The French feminine spelling Vivienne in
the United States has peaked Vivien in recent years from below
rank 1, no statistical record to rank in the period — She
Vivien Lady Olivier.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. The name was brought to
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in England in the 12th Vivien 13th centuries. The topic of
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